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Rising above the rubble

NURSING

GV student helps young Syrian refugees integrate in Lebanon

HEALTH: Megan Buchman (left) prac
tices skills at GVSU. GVL | LUKE HOLMES

KCON receives
$332,640 in grants
Funds will be used to
serve rural communities
BY EMILY DORAN
EDORA N@LAN THORN. COM

In order to address the scarcity of
readily available healthcare in ru
ral communities, the U.S. Depart
ment of Health and Human Ser
vices awarded the Kirkhof College
of Nursing (KCON) a grant to
equip nurse practitioner students
to serve in these regions.
The Federal Health Resourc
es and Services Administration
(HRSA) grant, totaling $332,640,
will be split into individual stipends
of $22,000 for 14 different students
in the nursing practice doctoral pro
gram. Karen Burritt, KCON associ
ate dean for graduate programs and
co-author of the grant, said the rest
of the money will be put into admin
istration, with a small amount going
toward other student activities.
“The purpose of (the grant) is
to increase opportunities in rural
health,” Burritt said. “In rural areas,
there’s a lot of issues with the access
to healthcare, and so our nurse prac
titioner students (are) given the op
portunity to be embedded in rural
sites either during the third or the
fourth year of the doctoral program.
“The idea is to give them a
meaningful experience in rural
health so that they may choose ru
ral health for their careers.”
In particular, the grant will
serve to ease the financial burden
of nurse practitioner students who
would otherwise have to work
more hours at outside jobs.
“(The $22,000 stipend) can be
used for tuition, living expenses, so
its pretty open,” Burritt said. “The stu
dents in this program are all practic
ing registered nurses, so they have a
variety of needs, and (these stipends)
allow them to back off on their work
hours so they’re able to focus on their
education more clearly.”
In addition to determining the
amount of the grant, the federal gov
ernment also defined the criteria for
which counties are considered rural,
thereby marking where the money
could potentially be used.
“We have students as far away as
places like Charlevoix and Leelanau
County up to the north and then
down as far as St. Joseph County in the
south,” Burritt said. “They can’t be in
Kent County, they can’t be in Ottawa
County, Muskegon County or Kalam
azoo County, which are urban areas.”
The federal government also regu
lates how much of the grant can be
used for individual student stipends.
“($22,000) is the maximum
amount the federal government will
allow us to give any individual stu
dent,” Burritt said. “If we can give
them a meaningful number of dollars
so they can decrease their work hours
and really focus on their studies, they
will have a more enriching experience
and be able to graduate on time.”

SEE NURSE | A2

VOLUNTEER: Ibtisam Matta, pictured throughout her time in Lebanon. Matta volunteered through Salam LADC, a local Lebanese non-governmental organization
and taught children of Syrian refugees living in informal settlements preliminary English skills before entering public school systems. COURTESY | ibtisam matta

BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOC!A TE@LANTHORN.COM

btisam Matta woke up at 5:40
a.m. this morning. She packed
her backpack with books,
notebooks, pencils and pens
and left by 6 a.m. to make it to the
gym before the start of her day. In
all aspects, she’s the average college
student. She does her homework,
reads most of her assigned materi

I

als and has a part-time job.
A few months ago, her sched
ule looked very different.
This summer, Matta spent
three weeks of her vacation volun
teering to help Syrian children in
informal settlements in the neigh
boring country of Lebanon.
During her time as a volunteer
through Salam LADC, a local Leba
nese non-governmental organiza
tion (NGO), Matta worked with chil

dren of Syrian refugees to teach them
preliminary English skills before they
attended public school. In addition
to providing educational tools, Matta
and her group of volunteers helped
with education, health, livestock,
food distribution and clothing distri
bution for refugees in need.
In order to accommodate for the
constant influx in Syrian refugees
in neighboring countries, there is
an extreme need for volunteers and

resources. That’s where Matta, and
those like Matta, have stepped in.
“It’s a very flexible NGO,” Matta
said. “A lot of NGOs over there have
specific things they are geared to
ward, but Salam tries to be flexible
with what kind of aid they give to
accommodate for what people need,
especially medically”
But before volunteers, before inSEE SYRIA | A2

CIVIC ASSEMBLY WEEK

‘IT’S ON US'

Empowering
student voices

Sen. Curtis Hertel
Jr. advocates
for affirmative
consent at GV

Leighton Watson
dials in on finding
social injustice
solutions at GV

BY JESS HODGE
NEWS@LANTHORN. COM

BY SANDA VAZGEC
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

The issues of social injustice and
police brutality have risen to the
spotlight in recent years, lead
ing to questions surrounding the
way the U.S. is handling these
concerns. Leighton Watson, for
mer student body president at
Howard University, is leading the
charge to look for solutions to the
problem of social injustice.
Watson, a Grand Rapids native,
visited Grand Valley State Univer
sity Monday, Sept. 26 to speak to
Lakers about his personal story
in the fight against social injustice
and how to find solutions within
individual communities.
The keynote address included
more specific topics including Colin
Kaepemick’s personal protest, the
death of Eric Gamer and race-relat
ed unrest in Ferguson, Missouri.
The presentation was held as
part of GVSU’s civic assembly
week, where students are encour
aged to actively engage in conver
sation about social and political
issues and have their voices heard.
Watson began an active ap

SYSTEMIC CHANGE: Leighton Watson delivers a lecture about injustice to
students in the Cook-DeWitt Center Monday, Sept. 26. gvl | luke holmes

proach to finding solutions during
his senior year of college as he be
came increasingly concerned about
social injustices after the deaths of
Michael Brown and Eric Gamer.
“We need to work toward
long-term systemic change,” Wat
son said. “We need to not only
talk about the problem but to ac
tually offer a solution as well.”
After seeing the opportunity to
reach a large audience at a housing
meeting on campus, Watson or
chestrated an impactful photo called
“Hands Up,” where a large group of
people stood with both hands in the
air to represent the deaths of un
armed black men by police officers.
This photo then made nation
al headlines and spread to other

schools, organizations and sports
teams recreating the photo.
Watson went on to visit mul
tiple communities across the coun
try to help offer solutions, organize
movements and talk about differ
ent concerns. He also offered com
mentary about incidents of police
brutality and social injustice on
CNN, CSPAN, NPR and BET.
His involvement around the
country gained him the atten
tion of President Barack Obama,
who sought Watson’s advice dur
ing the Ferguson unrest.
He was then appointed by
Obama to the 21st century taskforce
on policing and asked to help come
SEE VOICES | AS

When talking about sexual consent,
the phrase ‘no means no’ is widely
known, but the phrase ‘yes means
yes’ or affirmative consent, isn’t used
as often. Michigan Sen. Curtis Hertel
Jr. is trying to change that.
During a town hall and panel dis
cussion at Grand Valley State Universi
ty Tuesday, Sept. 27, Laker community
leaders talked about and advocated for
the use of affirmative consent. Hertel
was joined by Ashley Schulte, victimsurvivor advocate at GVSU, Assistant
Dean of Students Aaron Haight, stu
dent senator Malayna Hasmanis and
Jesse Bernal, vice president for the Di
vision of Inclusion and Equity.
The main point of discussion
centered around the legislation Her
tel has been working toward, which
would change the way sex and con
sent is talked about in grades K-12.
He believes this way, students won’t
be blind-sighted when they get to
college and have never been taught
the concept of consent.
“Through discussions, we found
that there was a lot going on that
wasn’t taught in sex (education)
classes and we’ve made massive
changes because of that,” he said.

SEE HERTEL I A2
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ROCK THE VOTE
Grand Valley State University’s student senate will host
a Rock the Vote concert Friday, Sept. 30.
The event will include performances from Michiganbased bands as well as an on-site voter registration booth.
The concert will be held from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on the east
field of Lubbers Stadium. In the event of rain, the concert will
be moved to the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof Center.
All students are welcome to attend to enjoy music, food
and learn more about voter turnout and the importance of
voter registration. The event is LIB 100/201 approved.

GREAT LAKER WEEKEND
Instead of going home for the weekend, Grand Valley
State University students are encouraged to stay on cam
pus for the Great Laker Weekend, a weekend of events
and activities organized by the Laker Traditions Team.
Events will take place Friday, Sept. 30 through
Sunday, Oct. 2 in Allendale and Grand Rapids.
Students are able to attend ArtPrize, a rowing work
shop. fashion show and more. For a full list of events
and dates, visit www.gvsu.edu/lakerweekends

SATURDAY NIGHT DIVE
Spotlight Productions will host the first of two Saturday
Night Dive events Saturday, Oct. 1. All Grand Valley State
University students are welcome to showcase their standup and improve comedy skills.
The event will take place in the Kirkhof Center lounge
from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.
Spotlight Productions is also looking for an emcee for
the upcoming Lip Sync show during homecoming and
encourages anyone interested to participate in the Saturday
Night Dive. Contact spotlight@gvsu.edu for more informa
tion.

COMMENCEMENT EXPANSION
Grand Valley State University will be expanding the
April commencement to three ceremonies.
Students graduating from the Seidman College of
Business, College of Community and Public Service
Padnos College of Engineering and Computing will walk
across the stage on April 28.
On April 29, the 10 a.m. ceremony will include the
College of Health Professions, Kirkhof College of Nursing
and science programs from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences.
The 3 p.m. ceremony will include the College of
Education, Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies
and liberal arts programs from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences.

STUDENT SENATE FUNDING FOR THE WEEK OF
SEPT. 26:

formal settlements were
formed to support refu
gees, Syria was, and is, a
country in chaos, battling
through a civil war.
In March of 2011, pro
democracy protests erupted
in the southwestern Syrian
city of Deraa. Students had
been arrested and tortured for
painting revolutionary sym
bols on a school wall. Security
forces responded by opening
fire on demonstrators.
Since 2011, more than
11.5 percent of Syria’s pre-war
population has been wounded
or killed, according to the Syr
ian Center for Policy Research.
Those remaining behind Syrian
borders have been left looking
for alternative housing options.
According to the United
Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR), 4.8
million Syrians have fled to
Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan,
Egypt and Iraq, and 6.6 mil
lion are internally displaced

HERTEL
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“One of the things we no
ticed was there really is no
space to talk about consent in
our current sex ed program and
we think that needs to change.”
Hertel said to those
who understand consent, it
sounds like a simple concept.
However, if students are not
taught what it means, it can
sometimes be confusing.
“It sounds so simple, con
sent sounds like a fairly easy
idea, (but) it isn’t actually being
understood,” he said. “Affirma
tive consent means affirma
tive, conscious and voluntary
agreement to engage in sexual
activity. That is the responsibil
ity of each individual involved
in the sexual activity to ensure
that he or she has the affirmed

within Syria. Meanwhile,
about one million have re
quested asylum in Europe.
One of the places refugees
have fled to is the Beqaa Valley,
the place of an informal settle
ment for Syrian, Palestinian
and Lebanese families in need
that Matta spent her time at.
It was there Matta was
exposed to the true resil
ience of children of war.
“People have this image of
refugees as sad and hopeless,
with nothing, but every time
I would work with these chil
dren they were so happy and
excited to be there,” Matta said.
“They’re so happy and so full
of hope. They’re not down
trodden. They’re alive and vi
brant and living this life.”
This undying hope among
those who have been through
so much is a concept Matta
has brought back to her career
at GVSU, she said. As a thirdyear student in GVSU’s nurs
ing program, Matta’s volunteer
work has given her invaluable
real-life experiences to apply
to her future career path.
“I’m more motivated now.

This is what I want to do when
1 become a nurse,” Matta said.
“I want to help those who are
vulnerable in the Middle East.
This whole thing has shown me
how important the education
process has been to this experi
ence and to my future.”
Right now, Matta is fun
draising for the opportu
nity to return to Lebanon to
help with the winterization
process of some of the in
formal settlement camps she
worked with this summer.
During this trip, Matta will
assist with purchasing local
goods like blankets and tents
for camps before the winter
weather hits the refugees.
Matta’s involvement in this
cause came as no surprise to
her family, especially her sis
ter Laran Matta, a 2012 GVSU
alumna with a nursing degree.
“Ever since she was a little
girl, she knew the importance
of a hug and was always search
ing for those individuals who
could benefit from some ex
tra attention and love,” Laran
Matta said. “Her time here was
spent working hard, and also

consent of the other to engage
in sexual activity.”
Another
topic
that
cropped up was the idea of
changing university culture
around sex. Panelists agreed
that culture surrounding rape
and the way people talk about
consent has to change.
“We’re not going to change
this (problem) without chang
ing the culture,” Hertel said.
This legislation Hertel
is promoting is a proactive
approach to sexual educa
tion and teaching children
about consent.
This type of legislation has
been looked at in other states,
yet those bills look at being re
active instead of going back to
the root of the problem and fix
ing it for future generations.
The idea of consent, how
ever, does not have to be only
about sexual activities, Haight

said. It can be consent between
two roommates on what items
are OK to share and what
items are off-limits for a room
mate. It can be consent for a
child to hug another child.
Panelists also advocated
for peer accountability. If
students were educated and
knew what consent was, they
would be able to hold their
friends and other peers ac
countable for their actions.
“Don’t get me wrong,
having faculty educate peers
is very powerful,” Hasmanis said. “But that peer ac
countability is so important
to say ‘that’s not OK.’”
The next “It’s on Us” cam
paign event is Wednesday, Oct.
5 from noon to 1:30 p.m.

for them to get a specialty doc
tor’s appointment and have a
lab test,” Spoelstra said. “They’ll
get to see real-life lived expe
riences in difficult situations
and I think it will give them a
broader worldview of how to
care for people like that.”
Burritt thinks the rural
heath communities benefit
greatly from this program, too,
citing a shortage of providers in
rural areas as “a great oppor
tunity for nurse practitioners
to really fill a gap in care” and
serve a wide range of patients.
“The rural health (com-

munities) have been excited
about having these students,”
Burritt said. “In small rural
communities where people
have to travel vast distances
to receive care, particularly
when they’re not feeling well,
new providers in their clinics
are exciting for them.”
Burritt believes nurse prac
titioners are particularly suited
to filling these posts.
“Plenty of studies have
shown that nurse practi
tioner care is equal to, or in
some cases better than, (the
care) that our physician pro

spreading her love for all peo
ple, regardless of race, religion
or ideals. She thrives in these
work environments and never
loses sight of the main goal.”
This experience has also
impacted the way Matta views
the issue of refugees coming to
the U.S., a hot topic in the cur
rent presidential debates. Matta
hopes her experience speaks to
the hope of Syrian refugees.
“I have always wanted refu
gees to be brought in if we can
and have that possibility?’ Matta
said. “Looking past the fear that
you don’t always get good eggs,
the end result that is helping a
community of people in need is
a much better alternative.”
She also hopes that she
can share her involvement
with those in her academic
and professional career to
change the stereotypes sur
rounding refugees.
“(Refugees) are people, and
I feel like sometimes we forget
that,” Matta said. “We see them
as just refugees and label them
as that instead of thinking
of them as fathers, brothers,
mothers and children.”

GO TO:
CHANGE: Senator Curtis Hertel
Jr. COURTESY | CURTIS HERTEL JR.

www.gvsu.edu/itsonus
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Event funding:
The Latino Student Union requested $800.00 for the
Hispanic Heritage Celebration and received $536.00. The
event will be held Friday, Oct. 7 from noon - 2 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center Grand River Room.
The International Student’s Organization requested
and received $1,900 for the Global Games events. The first
Global Games took place Tuesday, Sept. 27 and the second
event will be Wednesday, Feb. 8 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
the Kelly Family Sports Center.
The Black Student Union requested and received
$8,412.00 and was approved $8,412.00 for its homecom
ing event. It will take place Saturday, Oct. 15 from 7 p.m. to
midnight in the Kirkhof Center Grand River Room.

Next funding board meetings:
The appropriations funding board will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 4 from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in Kirhof Center Room 2201.
The cultural funding board will meet Monday, Oct. 10
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in Kirkhof Center Room 1142.

VOL
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NURSE
CONTINUED FROM A1

Sandra Spoelstra, KCON
associate dean for research
and scholarship and co-au
thor of the grant, thinks the
nurse practitioner students
will gain a new appreciation
and understanding of the
struggles that members of
rural communities face when
trying to access healthcare.
“They’ll see how far people
have to drive to get to an ap
pointment or how difficult it is

viders provide, as far as qual
ity and outcomes, and it is at
a decreased cost,” she said.
Although this particular
HRS A grant is only for the fall
2016 and winter 2017 semes
ters, Burritt hopes to receive
more funding in the future.
“(We’re) hoping that we’ll
be able to make this a regu
lar grant,” she said. “If we can
show successful outcomes
with on-time graduation and
good student experiences,
then our chances of getting
funded again will go up.”
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Dean of students seeks student input
Eileen Sullivan holds traveling office hours
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY(d)LAN THORN.COM

As a student, being able to
engage on all levels of the
social and academic struc
tures at Grand Valley State
University is significant in
creating student success.
In order to foster engage
ment on GVSU’s Allendale and
Pew campuses, the Vice Provost
of Student Affairs and Dean of
Students Eileen Sullivan started
traveling office hours, with the
first session Tuesday Sept. 27 in
the Grand River Room in the
Kirkhof Center.
These traveling office
hours emphasized an infor
mal setting where the GVSU
community
could
enjoy
snacks - including Laker blue
punch and an ice cream bar while talking with Sullivan.
The event acts as a way for
Sullivan, who took over Bart
Merkels position as dean of
students on July 1, to interact
with students and learn about

their I.aker experience.
“One thing that I really
loved about Grand Valley when
I interviewed was because that
it is a place that has these big
school experiences for students
but with high-touch focus on a
students individual experience
in the liberal arts tradition,”
Sullivan said.
With members of the GVSU
community either sitting or
standing from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
during the Tuesday event in the
Grand River Room, Sullivan
went table-to-table and started
a group conversation or talked
to a student one-on-one about
their experience at GVSU.
“Making sure students have
a sense of belonging when they
get here to making sure we
are responsive to all students
needs is met," she said. “We
have kind of a responsibil
ity to work with students and
find out the challenges they are
facing so we can help address
them and be successful for it.”
Emma Hahs, the senior hu

man resources officer for GV
SU’s student senate, attended
Sullivans traveling office hours
in support of her.
Hahs said while Sullivan
has been at all of the general
assembly meetings for stu
dent senate, this was the first
occasion where Hahs could
have a more one-on-one in
teraction with the dean.
“I do know her well from
her coming and speaking to us
as the senate,” she said. “Here,
she is an ear listening, a familiar
face and it’s nice to have a repre
sentative to recognize.”
Wesley Wilson, part of the
finance committee in GVSUs
student senate, said he appreci
ated the personal aspect of the
traveling office hours and the
public interactions.
“Its cool to have an open
student experience, because
anybody, not just student sen
ate, can meet with her at any
time,” he said. “It also brings
a lot more personal aspect to
the faculty, where it is not just

RECOGNITION

0NE*0N-0NE: Students help themselves to refreshments at Meet the Dean Tuesday, Sept. 27. Laker
students were able to interact with Eileen Sullivan during traveling office hours. GVL I MACKENZIE BUSH

some person who controls
your daily in-and-out, you can
actually go up and say ‘hey this
is who I am.’ You’re not just a
number, you are a face.”
With the traveling office
hours extending throughout
the school year, Sullivan hopes
to meet with more students
and student organization so
they can get to know who their
dean is and feel comfortable to
talk to her when there are issues

of concern on a GVSU campus.
“It’s kind of a simple goal,
but it’s something where it
takes everybody falling in
the same direction to get
there,” Sullivan said. “In the
end, part of the goal is to be
an advocate for students.”
Traveling office hours
include:
Monday, Oct. 24: 11:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m, Russel H. Kirkhof
Center - First Floor

Tuesday, Nov. 1: 10 a.m. to
noon, Cook-DeVos Center for
Health Sciences - First Floor
Monday, Nov. 28: 10 a.m.
to noon, Robert Kleiner
Commons
Tuesday, Nov. 29: 8:30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. Richard M. DeVos
Center - Building C Starbucks
Tuesday, Nov. 29: 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. L William Seidman Cen
ter - First Floor

POLITICS

GV student awarded
LEEP scholarship twice
Austin Lynema receives money for his work in the community
BY SHAE SLAUGHTER
SSLAUGHTER@LANTHORN.COM

While navigating college,
finding time to be involved
in activities can often be dif
ficult. However, Grand Valley
State University student Aus
tin Lynema balances going to
school and being involved in
the community. His involve
ment has led to big things in
his scholastic path, like his
recent award of the Law En
forcement Education Pro
gram (LEEP) Scholarship.
As a sophomore at GVSU,

this is the second time Ly
nema has been awarded this
$1,000 scholarship. LEEP is a
national program based out
of Troy, Michigan that aims
“to create and support educa
tional programs for the bet
terment of both the general
public and the law enforce
ment community,” according
to its website. The company
is a nonprofit organization
interested in research and
child safety, but it also began
to award scholarships about
a decade ago. Since its incep
tion, the LEEP scholarship

INVOLVEMENT: Austin Lynema is awarded his scholarship. He has
now received two LEEP scholarships, courtesy I Austin lynema

has awarded about $140,000.
The
scholarship
was
brought to Lynema’s atten
tion by coworker Officer Joel
Maat. Applicants must show
an interest in joining a public
safety field upon graduation.
Though Lynema has not
graduated yet, he is involved
in public safety in a variety of
ways, including having com
pleted the Michigan State Po
lice Student Trooper Acade
my. For a little over a year, he
has been working at the Hol
land Police Department as a
cadet and for the same time
he has been involved with the
Walker and Grand Rapids
Police Explorers.
Lynema also spends time
interning for the Ottawa
County Sheriff’s Department
and Zeeland High School
where he helps with build
ing security. In addition, he
participated in volunteer ac
tivities like Shields of Hope,
an organization that helps to
raise money for those with
cancer. Lynema is also a cer
tified EMT.
After graduation, Lynema
plans to follow in the foot
steps of the men and women
he grew up watching and be
come a police officer, eventu
ally moving up the ranks.
“Basically I’ve been liv
ing the public safety field
since I was born, it’s one of
the only things I’m 100 per
cent dedicated too. It’s one
of the only things I really
know,” he said, “It’s a dedi
cation to helping people, a
commitment to something
greater than myself.”
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TRUTH: Senior editor David Zeman and Bridge magazine contributor Ted Roelofs talk Tyepday.Bept* *
27. They asked GVSU audience members for feedback on Michigan's governfpentj. GVL I KYLE DOYLE

Restoring public trust in government
Town hall shows Michiganders have ‘very low’ trust in state government
BY KYLE DOYLE
KDOYL E@LA N THORN.COM

Since the Flint water crisis
and issues with the Detroit
emergency manager, Michi
ganders aren’t feeling much
love towards Lansing.
Because of this, a nonprof
it, nonpartisan group called
the Center for Michigan set
up a town hall event Tuesday,
Sept. 27 to talk about how
to restore the public trust in
state government at Grand
Valley State University.
The event, held at the DeVos Center on GVSU’s Pew
Campus, stems from a series
of community conversation
campaigns put on by a non
profit, nonpartisan group
called the Center for Michi
gan, created in 2006. The
center hosts events like these
all over the state, compiling
the information into a “citi
zens’ agenda” and sending it
to state lawmakers.
“Our mission is really to
help bring public voice to

Michigan’s public policy,”
said Amber DeLind, engage
ment strategy director for the
Center for Michigan. “We
help amplify voices to elected
leaders, community leaders,
and those who help make de
cisions across the state.
The event focused on ask
ing attendees to vote with re
motes and follow along with
an issue guide, both of which
were received at the door,
and to voice their opinion
on way the Michigan state
government has failed or
done things poorly and ways
it could be better.
Attendees were asked to
rate their trust on a scale from
“very high” to “very low,”
then were presented with a
list of solutions on what they
think would be the best solu
tion to the issue at hand.
Results were mostly nega
tive for the trust portion.
Of the people in atten
dance, 88 percent voted they
had very low trust in the gov
ernment’s ability to handle ed

ucational affairs. Every single
attendee said they had low to
very low trust in Michigan’s
voting laws and 50 percent
voted “very low” for their
trust in the government’s abil
ity to handle public health.
Audience
members
touched on topics ranging
from the Flint water crisis to
voter laws, to transparency
issues to issues of representa
tives not having the issues of
their constituents at heart.
“I’m very intrigued when
you talk about politics or when
you really engage individuals
in understanding what’s hap
pening in local government,”
said Terrell Couch, GVSU se
nior. “But it was very interest
ing to have that first-hand ap
peal and actually click in and
say ‘this is how I feel about a
topic’ and be able to explain it
with people in the room.”
Ihe second half of the event
kicked off with a presentation
from members of the ‘Truth
SEE TRUST | A5
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Get your
hands dirty
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Lakers should engage in community
development opportunities
1 hile the vast
majority
of
Grand Valley
State University
Lakers love being a part of
our university’s community,
eventually, students need to
leave the safety of the Allen
dale and Pew campuses.
Ultimately, the goal of re
ceiving a college education
is to go out into the world
and make a difference in
the professional community.
Making a difference is about
getting your hands dirty
and immersing yourself in a
cause. You can’t do that from
the seat of your couch.
As election day nears in
the U.S., the importance of
putting individuals’ words
and beliefs into action rather
than being an observer has
been stressed to GVSU stu
dents. This is what GVSU
student, Ibtisam Matta did.
She followed something she
felt strongly about all the way
across the Atlantic Ocean and
made a difference in the lives
of those in need. Through her
work with child refugees of
Syria, she found a passion and
an issue to get behind.
Imagine going into a job
interview and being able to
say that you went to Lebanon
to work with refugees. That’s
an invaluable experience
that speaks not only to your
dedication to a cause, but also
your motivation as a person
and possible employee.
However, that action
should go further than mak
ing it to the voting booth
this November. That’s the
bare minimum that should
be expected of an engaged
citizen of a community.
Of course, traveling in
ternationally may not be the
most practical thing for all
college students who want
to do their part to make the

W

world a better place.
The work doesn’t have to
be at an international level,
or even at a national level.
Even if you participate at a
smaller, local level, you can
make a difference in the life of
someone who needs it as well
as learn a little bit more about
the community you live in
and the people who inhabit it.
Working in and around your
state, county or town can still
get you involved in some way.
Show you care through
committed
action.
For
starters, many service proj
ects are offered by GVSU
through the Women’s Cen
ter, Laker Jobs and the Com
munity Service Learning
Center. These opportunities,
even on a small scale, can
get you started in making a
difference with something
you care about, whether it’s
a donation drive or a study
abroad trip to Haiti helping
locals install water sources
around the village.
Going out and working
in and with the community
will also connect you with
other people who share
similar interests with you.
You can gain knowledge
from them, and may even
find some professional net
working opportunities.
You can do this work
through school, or you can
go on your own volition.
Getting credits shouldn’t be
the only reason people are
going to help out a conpjnunity. It can be to better your
self and to better the work!
This semester, make it a
challenge that voting is the
smallest bit of community
engagement you accomplish.
The bare minimum isn’t good
enough for Lakers, so get
out and do something more,
something grand, for a com
munity you care about.
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New GV mailing system isn’t student-friendly

BY BECKY OPPMAN
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

Grand Valley State University
has experienced a handful of
changes since the last school
year, many of which I appreci
ate and have been beneficial to
the entire campus community.
However, one change that is
not well-liked among my peers
is the merging of the residen
tial building package centers to
a single building, the Ravines
Mail/Package Center.
Previously serving as a
community building for resi
dents of the now-demolished
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WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way."

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only.

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author's full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

Ravines Living Center, the
building now functions as a
complex that serves for every
student who lives on campus
- just over 6,000 students.
Compared to previous years
when oversized mail or pack
ages were sent directly to the
office of the respective build
ing the student lived in or the
Laker Store, consolidating
this system to one building
in a remote area of campus
seems like an unwise decision
that inconveniences both
GVSU students and the staff
of the Ravines Center.
The distance isn’t so bad
for freshmen who live on the
north side of campus, but for
other students who live in
South Campus housing such
as myself, it’s quite the hike.
Now, instead of walking a
few minutes down the hall
to pick up a package, I have
to set aside at least half an
hour of my day just to get a
package. This doesn’t even
include the amount of time
that’s spent waiting in line,

which adds another several
minutes to the process. The
email system is also quite
delayed - often, I won’t get
notifications that my pack
age has been received by the
Ravines Center until after it
has closed for the day.
At first, the system was
incredibly disorganized and
slow, given that the influx of
packages at the beginning of
the semester was high and
the inexperienced staff was
just learning how to run the
system. At one point, I waited
20 minutes in line just for
the supervisor to tell me they
had misplaced my package.
The staff does have a more
efficient organization system
under its belt now, including
renovations to the Ravines
Center and more working
hands to shorten the wait
time, but that doesn’t make
up for the lengthy commute
pedestrians have to make.
I’m not upset with the
individual employees of the
Ravines Mail/Package Center.

After all, most of them are
students who I know are
working diligently. I’m upset
with whoever thought this
change was a good idea.
So, what are some solu
tions to resolve this unpopu
lar change? One is to simply
locate the package centers
back into the housing front
desks. Not only would this
be extremely convenient for
students, there would be less
confusion and fewer pack
ages to deal with in one loca
tion. Another solution could
be to have one mail/package
center in a more centralized
place, like the basement of
the Laker Store, which is also
where one of the package
centers was formerly located.
Although I am unsure of
the reason for the merging of
the mail and package centers
to one building - perhaps it
was for financial reasons or
for the convenience of the
package deliverers - I do
know that most students are
not happy about this change.

Finding alternatives to on-campus parking

GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
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How convenient is it to
be able to have a car on
campus and having the op
tion to drive to class? It sure
beats having to walk to class
all the time, doesn’t it?
Unfortunately, having the
privilege to park on cam
pus is not so easy. Between
limited parking spaces and
the price of a parking permit,
many people have at least one
reason not to park on cam

pus. And quite frankly, that’s
not necessarily a bad thing.
First of all, parking on
campus is expensive. A
parking permit can cost
anywhere from $110-S400
per semester, depending
on how many credits the
student is taking. For some
people, it’s worth the extra
money. But for others, it’s
simply too much. With how
many expenses students
face to begin with, between
tuition and living expenses,
an extra couple hundred
dollars can be a lot, even if
it is for the entire semester.
There’s also temporary
permits that cost $6 daily.
These might be good for
those occasional days where
you need it, but it probably
wouldn’t be worth the trouble
buying one on a daily basis.
In addition to the cost,
there’s also the issue of avail
ability. In fact, I believe this is
why permits are so expensive.

There’s simply not enough
room for every student on
campus to park in the public
lots. But here’s the flip side:
with the bus stops in front of
the Kirkhof Center and along
South Campus Drive, it might
be even more advantageous
not to have a car to park
I live in Campus View,
which is only about a 10-min
ute walk from the Kirkhof
Center. I like to ride my bike
in the warmer weather, which
narrows my trip to about
three or four minutes. During
the winter months, there’s the
convenience of the Campus
View bus and the Rapid both
stopping nearby. Either way,
it takes about the same time
for me to get to the Kirkhof
Center as it would if I were
driving, but I don’t have to
worry about finding a spot. I
can park my bike or get off the
bus and walk right to class.
Of course, there is the issue
of getting to the other campus.

Fortunately, between the
Route 50 campus connector,
the many stops on both cam
puses, and the bike rack on
the front of the buses, it’s not
too hard to go back and forth
between the two campuses.
Probably the biggest issue is
crowded buses, which I’m
sure nobody is a fan of.
If you’re looking to get
downtown, you could always
try finding a nearby street
where you can legally park for
free. When I go downtown on
a weekend and want to park
my car somewhere without
having to pay, I might go to
Seward Avenue. While this
isn’t the best alternative, it is
another option for those who
need a car downtown but
can’t afford a pass.
There are so many benefi
cial alternatives to parking on
campus that we should still be
able to get to class efficiently
without being able to park
right next to our next class.
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THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

VALLEY QUOTE

Have you ever participated in a
protest or demonstration?

Do you feel you’ve had
enough hands-on experience
in your field of study?

“And I believe that good
journalism, good television, can
make our world a better place.”

Yes
No

LOG ON & VOTE
www.lanthorn.com

44%
56%

-Cristiane Amanpour

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
DO YOU FEEL YOU’VE HAD ENOUGH HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD OF STUDY?

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

HUDSON FOOTE •

JAY SHEPPARD

"Yes. it seems like a good answer.”

"I'm a history major, so I study a lot of primary
documents which is hands-on, so sure.”

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Accounting and finance
HOMETOWN: Okemos, Michigan

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: History
HOMETOWN: Garden City. Michigan

EMILY LEINDECKER

ANTHONY VARLESE

"No. I'm a business major so when you work
retail you don't really get the whole scope.”

"Yes, but not hands-on. Over the summer I
worked at an internship and I think my classes
apply well.’’

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Business
HOMETOWN: Muskegon. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Health communications
HOMETOWN: Milford. Michigan

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.
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GV sends out fourth sexual assault notification
All four investigations involve unknown perpetrators, off-campus locations
BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOCIA TE@LANTHORN.COM

Aug. 26:
At approximately 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, August 27, the Grand
Valley State University Police
Department was contacted re
garding a sexual assault com
plaint. Ihe reported assault
occurred Friday, August 26 at
approximately 11:50 p.m. when
the victim was walking near
48th Avenue and Lake Michi
gan Drive near Burger King.
1 he victim was approached by
a man who is described as be
ing approximately 6’2” with
tan skin, dark hair and wearing
basketball shorts and a back
ward baseball cap. Ihe report
ed assault took place on the side
of the roadway.
Aug. 27:
At 3 p.m. Sunday, August
28, the Ottawa County Sher
iff’s Department was con
tacted when a victim reported
a sexual assault that occurred
off campus at 1:50 a.m. Satur
day, August 27. Ihe victim re
ported being in the parking lot
of Campus View apartments
on 42nd Avenue getting items
from the back seat of a vehicle
when an unknown man ap

proached from behind. Ihe
victim reported that the subject
then committed a sexual as
sault against the victim and left.
No description of the suspect is
available, lire Ottawa County
Sheriffs Department is investi
gating the complaint.
Sept. 22:
At 9:40 a.m. Friday, Sep
tember 23, the Ottawa County
Sheriffs Department received
a report of sexual assault that
took place off campus Saturday,
September 22 at 48West apart
ments around 11 p.m. The vic
tim reported walking between
two buildings at the complex
when two subjects, one white
man and one black man, ap
proached her. The white man
was described as being about
6-feet tall with scruffy facial
hair. The black man is de
scribed as being around 6’3”.
No clothing description or oth
er information was reported.
Sept. 27:
At approximately 11:30
p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 27, an offcampus assault was reported
to police by a third party. At
the time of the report, limited
details of the incident were
available. The Ottawa County
Sheriffs Department provided

information to GVSU Wednes
day, Sept. 28 that a 19-year-old
victim was assaulted at 10 p.m.
adjacent to campus, near the
Trio Townhouses at 10507 48th
Avenue. The suspect was de
scribed as a white man.
The campus Victim Ad
vocate, Ashley Schulte, and
leaders from student senate,
Eyes Wide Open, and Greeks
Against Sexual Assault are
holding an activist-based
town hall discussion about
college sexual assault Thurs
day, Sept. 29 at 5:30 p.m. in
Kirkhof Center Area 51 for
an open conversation about
safety, rape culture, and what
students can do about it.
Anyone with informa
tion regarding these inci
dents should call the Ottawa
County Sheriffs Department
at (616) 738-4022 or Ottawa
County Silent Observer at
(877) 887-4536. If you see
suspicious activity, call 911.
If you are a victim of sex
ual assault, seek assistance by
calling police. Additional re
sources are available at www.
gvsu.edu/vro or through
the GVSU Womens Center
and Victim Advocate Ashley
Schulte at (616) 331-2748.

ON THE RISE: GVPD officers attend a training session on policies and procedures Dec. 13. 2015. Four
sexual assaults have been reported near GVSU’s campus in the past five weeks. GVi | LUKE HOLMES

ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Undergraduate research fair
focuses on opportunities
More than 30 departments to be featured
BY SHAE SLAUGHTER
SSL AUG H TER@L A N THORN. COM

To help Grand Valley State
University students further
their education in the field of
research, the Office of Under
graduate Research and Schol
arship (OURS) is hosting an
undergraduate research fair
Tuesday, Oct. 4 from 5 p.m. to
7 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center
Grand River Room.
This is the eighth year the
undergraduate research fair
has been held. Since its concep
tion, it has continually grown
in both success and popularity
from year to year. Last year, the
fair drew in around 400 stu
dents in the two hours it was
open. Initially thrown as an
event by the College of Liberal
of Arts and Sciences, it moved
into the hands of the OURS
after the office was constructed

TRUST
CONTINUED FROM A3

Squad,’ a group of fact check
ers from the Center for Michi
gan’s online journal, Bridge.
Ihese two members were
senior editor David Zeman
and Bridge magazine contrib
utor led Roelofs.
The two spoke about the

six years ago.
“(The office) is part of the
fabric of the formation of the
original colleges,” said Susan
Mendoza, director of OURS.
The OURS is located
in Room 230 of the Mary
Idema Pew Library and fo
cuses on some events such as
this fair, but also a variety of
other things. Research is the
main focus, with the goal be
ing collaborative efforts and
connecting students with
faculty members. The office
also helps over 200 students
a year with access to grants or
scholarships that allow them
to research both locally and
abroad. The undergraduate
research fair helps to show off
all of these possible opportu
nities to potential candidates.
The fair is home to a wide
variety of categories with areas
such as theater, scholarship

goal of the Truth Squad and
the different ways in which
politicians go after each other
with claims that may not al
ways be true. Zeman said they
look into underlying messag
es, not the ideology.
The conversation gave
students and community
members an opportunity
to voice their opinion and it
was an event Couch hopes

and writing being represented.
Thirty different departments
from GVSU will be present,
along with a few outside sourc
es, covering all interests.
Prior to the actual fair,
there will also be a student
and faculty panel from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. also in Kirk
hof Center. Mendoza thinks
these panels are some of the
best features offered.
“(In the student panel) they
talk about what research is and
why you do it, how you get in
volved. Sometimes it confirms
or denies what you might want
to do,” Mendoza said.
The two panels are sepa
rate and focused on different
goals based on the audiences.
These same students who
are speaking out about their
previous experiences with
research during the student
panel will also be present at

will happen again.
“I wish we’d do it one
more time on Allendale’s
Campus just to engage peo
ple and see how much they
do know about what’s hap
pening in their politics be
fore they end up going out
the ballot box and having to
vote,” Couch said.

ADVERTISE IN
THE
3506

Promote your business to our
30,000 student, faculty and
alumni readers weekly.
Contact advertising@lanthorn.com

the fair as ambassadors. These
ambassadors will be available
to answer more questions
and can also be considered as
guides at the event.
“(Students should) think
about becoming involved in
research early in their aca
demic career even if they don’t
believe it pertains to them nec
essarily,” Mendoza said.
Mendoza participated in
research both as an undergrad
and now, in a variety of sub
jects, and believes that it has
definitely had an impact on her.
Psychology
professor
Kristy Dean also advocates
research as a huge advan
tage for students, partaking
in it herself as well.
“Research
involvement
hones a variety of skills re
lated to scholarly and creative
inquiry, skills that are useful
in any career and in your per

VOICES
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up with solutions for police
brutality, social inequality and
crisis management.
Watson has since organized
various groups and organiza
tions and worked with gov
ernment officials on proposed
legislation to help protect com

OPPORTUNITIES: Lori Houghton (right) speaks with students
Tuesday. Oct. 7, 2014 during the research fair. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

sonal life too,” Dean said.
As a current participant
in research, Dean takes two
to three undergraduate stu
dents to help in her lab each
semester. From this vantage
point, she can see just how the
experience benefits those who
work under her leadership.
“Collaborating on re
search with a professor also
involves mentorship, and I
think this type of relation
ship can help students be
come more confident and
independent and thoughtful
in their judgment,” she said.

Both Mendoza and Dean
agree that the research being
produced by the university
would be of interest to students
if they took the time to check it
out at the fair. By attending, stu
dents could also take the first
couple steps to creating their
own research which should be
the ultimate goal.
“Part of being an educated
individual is moving from con
suming knowledge to creating
it and presenting it,” Mendoza
said. “You want to do some
thing that transcends what you
do in the classroom.”

munities and police officers.
“I don’t think of myself as an
activist,” Watson said. “All I’m
trying to do is shorten the dis
tance between what America is
on paper and what America is
in practice.”
The lecture transitioned into
the importance of coming to
gether in order to find solutions
and hold open discussions.

“When he said the first step
is listening and then having a
conversation, that really had an
impact with me,” said Justina
Rolls, an attendee of the event.
“I never really understood my
place in all of this because I’m
not a member of the affected
community, but this affects
people I care about and I just
want to do what I can to help.”

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to the skin.
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ARTS AT A GLANCE
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BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
L A KERL IFE@LA N THORN. COM

ARTIST LECTURE TO FEATURE JEN DELOS REYES
Coming to Grand Valley State University to talk
about art engagement, Jen Delos Reyes is an educa
tor, writer and radical community arts organizer who
will speak at Lake Huron Hall Monday, Oct. 3.
The 4:30 p m. talk will focus on socially engaged
artwork and the networks of support for artists work
ing within complex social issues.
Reyes is the director and founder of "Open
Engagement," an international annual conference
focused on socially engaged art that supports the
works of transdisciplinary artists, activists, students
and organizations.

ANNUAL MARKETING CAREER NIGHT EVENT
Join Grand Valley State University’s American
Marketing Association and the marketing department
for a night of discussion around marketing careers,
professionals and obtain tips for building a stronger
portfolio or resume.
The Monday, Oct. 3 event will feature local busi
ness professionals, including: Michigan United Way,
Steelcase, Wolverine World Wide, the Grand Rapids
Public Museum, Spectrum Health, the Grand Rapids
Symphony and Spartan Nash.
The event will take place at the GVSU Seidman Center
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., and is free for students to attend.
Faculty advises attendees to dress for business.

‘THE ARTS IN LATIN AMERICA’ EVENT TO
FEATURE PERFORMER CATALINA CUERVO
For those interested in learning about other cul
tures, Grand Valley State University invites students,
staff and faculty to join the GVSU Latin American and
Latino/a studies program with a night of entertain
ment by the Opera Grand Rapids and featuring special
guest Catalina Cuervo, who is Colombian-born.
The event will take place Monday, Oct. 3 at Kirkhof
Center Room 0072, from 11 a.m. to noon. For special
accommodations or more information, contact the
GVSU Area and Globa! Studies office at (616) 3318110 or areastudies@gvsu.edu.

FIRST YEAR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM KICKOFF
For all first year and transfer students looking
for an opportunity to network and engage more at
GVSU, the First Year Leadership Experience program
will kick off Tuesday, Oct. 4 and takes place in six
interactive sessions.
Every Tuesday from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., FYLE will
assist new leaders in creating and enhancing their per
sonal philosophy while developing basic leadership skills.
FYLE teaches leadership through activities and dis
cussion led by upperclass student leaders and staff from
across GVSU’s campus.
The sessions take place in Kirkhof Center Room 2263,
where attendance is required at all sessions in order to
graduate the program.
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The students of Linden Char
ter Academy might be too
young to vote in the 2016
presidential election, but their
voices echo throughout Flint,
Mich, and are visualized on
the walls of Grand Valley State
University’s Blue Wall Gallery.
After the ongoing wa
ter contamination crisis oc
curred in Flint in April of 2014,
residents were left without
drinkable water and started
to voice their concerns. How
ever, among the call for action,
young voices were often left out
of the larger conversation.
GVSU graduate student
Stephanie Smedley created the
Young Flint Speaks ArtPrize
exhibit to shed light on the per
sonal experiences of 50 middle
school students at the Flint Lin
den Charter Academy.
During the winter semes
ter of 2016, Smedley asked
students how the detection of
lead in the public water system
impacted their lives. Many
students responded with the
phrase “flint lives matter” and
visualized the danger that the
crisis has caused.
“There is no part of me and
my opinion in the art exhibit,
because I wanted it to be 100
percent about what the students
are going through,” Smedley
said. “Each child impacts their
little corner of the world just
like I impact my little comer of
the world. Their opinions are
no less important because they
don’t fit into the reality that we
as adults have created.”
The Young Flint Speaks
project began when Smed
ley was giving her 3-yearold daughter a bath. She
analyzed her privilege being
able to access basic human
needs like water, and de
cided an art project would
conceptualize the struggle
by those impacted the most.
The project was formed in
conjunction with the National
Heritage Academy (NHA),
where Smedley had completed
an internship for the master’s

#

‘Flint Lives Matter’
GV, middle school students collaborate for ArtPrize exhibit

IMPACT: Featured at the Blue Wall Gallery, the Young Flint Speaks art exhibit shares perspectives of stu
dents at Linden Charter Acadmey regarding the Flint, Mich, water crisis. COURTESY | STEPHANIE SMEDLEY

of social work program. NHA
operates 83 charter schools in
nine different states, and Smed
ley found two of the schools
were located in the Flint area.
Linden Charter Academy
accepted Smedley’s project idea
in collaboration with Jennifer
Hamilton, an art teacher at the
academy, who integrated the
project into the course material.
“I really liked the idea of the
project. I like that it gets the
students own personal ideas
involved in a major event that
is happening around them,”
Hamilton said. “The students
are upset about the water,
while it does not affect every
one, all students know at least
one or more people who have
been affected.
“When you talk about
basic needs to live water is
one, so this is a pretty easy
concept to understand and
have feelings about.”

or economic issues around
them. In addition, she said
the piece aims to uplift con
versation around the Flint
water crisis as the city revives
from the damage caused.
“(Children) are naturally
curious and want to learn,”
Smedley said. “Not all kids love
going to school and sitting still
in a classroom, but that doesn’t
mean they do not want to learn.
You’re going to see a lot more
people within that age group
putting their voice out there.
“They are going to want
to do something about the
way their cities are run and
policies that affect them di
rectly. It’s exciting.”
The Young Flint Speaks
exhibit is on display at the
GVSU DeVos Blue Wall Gal
lery from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
until the end of October.
The gallery is free and open
to the public.

At first, Hamilton said
students were hesitant to
convey their ideas. After
classroom discussion, she
said the children were eager
to put their ideas on paper.
The most rewarding aspect,
Hamilton said, was learning
the students’ artwork would
be on display for the public to
view in Grand Rapids.
“I think the piece will
speak volumes,” she said.
“The students’ voices are
loud and clear in their art
work. I like that it’s middle
school students, as well.
Young students with power
ful messages and questions
on a humanitarian crisis
happening in America —
its really moving”
Smedley hopes the exhibit
will inspire others, especially
a younger demographic, to
participate in society and
learn more about the social

GLOBAL IMPACT

GV professor starts first
Haiti study abroad trip

uN.Ng*AL lLantborn

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO SEE

Lakers install three wells for clean drinking water
BY TY KONELL
TKONELL (a)LA N THORN. COM

The summer of 2016 marked
the first ever GVSU study
abroad trip to Haiti, which
lasted from May until June.
The trip was led by geology
professor Peter Wampler and
his assistants Joe Courtade and
Denielle Riley.
Along with the three fac
ulty members were seven
student travelers: Jessica
Curry, Michael Durand,
Melanie Edwards, Patrick
MacDonald, Colin Mandigo, Hayley Schram and
Sierra Williams.
While in Haiti, the group
observed doctors and nurses
in Haitian hospitals and ulti
mately helped local commu
nities by installing wells for
clean drinking water.
The program is a joint en
deavor between the geology
department and the Freder
ick Meijer Honors College,
and course credits are applied
to students in both the geol
ogy department and those
studying in the Honors Col
lege. Although it is listed as
a geology-focused trip, this
program is interdisciplinary
and is open to students of
all majors who want to learn
more about Haiti first-hand.
“Anybody
that
really
wants to get out of their com
fort zone a little bit and see
Haiti in a deeper way should

Be among the first 30 students to stop by The Grand Valley
Lanthorn Office today to receive a complimentary ticket (admits 2).
The Grand Valley Lanthorn Is located at 0051 Kirkhof Center.
The screening is on Tuesday. October 4 at 7:OOPM at AMC Star Grand Rapids.
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go. You get to understand
Haiti in a broader sense oth
er than what you hear in the
news,” Wampler said.
“Just being in Haiti and ob
serving the cycle of the food, to
people, health and the city life
was just cool to compare and
contrast,” Williams said.
During the trip, the
group taught Haitians how
to play American card
games like “Uno” and hiked
the Haitian mountains.
“We did a variety of dif
ferent hikes throughout the
trip, one in particular was a
sunrise hike,” Schram said.
“Once we made it to the top,
we listened to women sing
ing and giving thanks. It
was a magical moment.”
Outside of exploring the
country and socializing with
Haitians, the students and
staff made a priority of doing

service work in the commu
nities they stayed in. This was
primarily done by the instal
lation of wells in communi
ties that had little to no ac
cess to clean drinking water.
Over the course of the trip,
three wells were installed by
the GVSU students and faculty.
Each well can provide the water
needed for one to 30 families,
and were installed using hand
tools instead of a digging rig.
“We had the students help
with (the wells), and we got
to work with the families in
the communities,” Wampler
said. “They were helping
too, so we were all working
together to do this.”
“We met so many amazing
individuals, people working
hard to benefit their commu
nities and eager to work with
international partners to help
those in need,” Courtade said.

TRAVEL: Students enjoy a hiking trip on the first-ever GVSU geology
department-led Haiti study abroad trip COURTESY | PETER WAMPLER

ONLINE ONLY

Laker students team up with
elderly for ArtPrize accessibility
BY SAMANTHA ELLIOTT-MOSLEY
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TWO LAKERS AWARDED
GLIAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK
The Grand Valley State
women's soccer team fea
tured two GLIAC Player of the
Week honorees this past week.
Gabriella Mencotti won offen
sive player of the week, while
Shannon Quinn took home
defensive player of the week.
Mencotti lit up the scoreboard in a two-game series in
the Upper Peninsula. She net
ted two goals against Northern
Michigan, followed by the
game-winning goal in a 1-0 win
against Michigan Tech.
The three goals over the
weekend jumped her into a
lead on the team in points with
17. She is also second on the
team in goals (6), only one
behind Jayma Martin’s total.
Quinn led the Lakers defense
to two shutouts over the week
end. In the first game, Northern
Michigan attempted only two
shots the entire game. Only one
of those shots made it on net.
The Michigan Tech game
was much of the same. The
Huskies attempted only seven
shots with only two of them
reaching the GVSU goalie. The
shutout marked the Lakers'
sixth shutout of the season.
The Lakers will be back in
action at 7 p.m. Friday, Sept.
30 against Tiffin in the Friday
Night Futbol special at Lubbers
Stadium.

MEN’S TENNIS GV
INVITATIONAL CANCELED
The Grand Valley State men's
tennis team's GVSU Invitational
set for Sept. 30-0ct. 1 has been
canceled. It would have been
the Lakers' final event of the fall
season, and with no intention
of rescheduling, GVSU's fall
season has ended.
The Lakers played in three
events during the fall season,
none of which counted team
score. The invitationals count
ed individuals’ scores, which
led to many Lakers advancing
to the finals of their respective
heats. Alex van de Steenoven
and Marcus Muniz Infante both
won their respective heats
in the Wisconsin-Whitewater
Invitational.
The Lakers will resume com
petition in the spring.

LAKER SOFTBALL AND
LACROSSE TEAMS SET TO
HOST FALL GAMES
The Grand Valley State
softball and lacrosse teams
will be hosting fall games over
the weekend. The softball
team will host a doubleheader
Sunday, Oct. 2 against Aquinas
and Kellogg Community
College. Lacrosse is hosting the
GVSU Laker Lacrosse Classic
Saturday, Oct. 1. All matches
are scrimmages and will not
count toward the teams’ spring
season.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiHiiiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii
FOOTBALL
Saturday, noon at Ohio
Dominican
SOCCER
Friday, 7 p.m. vs. Tiffin (Lubbers
Stadium)
Sunday, 1 p.m vs. Ashland
VOLLEYBALL
Friday, 7 p.m. at Ohio Dominican
Saturday, 2 p.m. at Lake Erie
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Saturday, 11 a.m. at Hillsdale
Sunday, 10 a.m. at Wayne State
CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, 9 a.m. at Greater
Louisville Classic
LACROSSE
Saturday, all day vs. Laker
Lacrosse Classic
SOFTBALL
Sunday, 11 a.m. vs. Aquinas
Sunday, 3 p.m. vs. Kellogg
Community College

Friday Night Futbol

NEW VENUE: Grand Valley State football fans look on at a game earlier this season. Lubbers Stadium will be the site for GVSU soccer’s Friday Night Futbol event Friday,
Sept. 30 at 7 p.m. against Tiffin for the program's first-ever match played at the stadium in an attempt to break the Division II attendance record. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

GV women’s soccer to host first-ever match at Lubbers Stadium
ing to break the single-game
attendance record in NCAA
Division II women’s soccer
he Grand Valley State history. The current record
women’s soccer team is 3,227 fans in a game be
will face off against tween the two top-ranked
T iffin at Lubbers Sta teams in the nation in 2009,
dium in the teams third Wayne
con State (Nebraska) and
ference match of the season Nebraska-Kearney.
“We are trying to get
as a part of the Friday Night
Futbol event Friday, Sept. 30. as many people out there,”
It will be the first time the Martin said. “Creating the
GVSU womens soccer team environment around cam
has played at Lubbers Stadium pus and doing something
a little different and getting
in the history of the program.
“We are all really ex more people to come out.”
The team has been adver
cited, especially with the
crowd being out there,” tising the game in hopes of
said Jayma Martin, GVSU’s packing the stands with fans.
“We’re looking forward to
leading goal scorer. “It is
have that energy in that stadi
going to be high energy.”
The Lakers are attempt um, having students coming
out because that is who will
BY JOSH PEICK
ASSJSTANTSPORTScuLANTHORN.COM

T

fill those seats,” said Marti
Corby, defending NCAA Di
vision II Player of the Year.
While the Lakers have
played in important games
before, including three na
tional championship games,
the team has never played in
front of a crowd as large as
the one that could be in at
tendance Friday night.
“I don’t think I have
played in front of 1,000 peo
ple even,” Corby said. “It’s
going to be incredible to see
if there are 4,000 (people).”
For a group of seniors that
have won three straight na
tional championships, this is
great opportunity for them
to showcase their talent to a
larger GVSU crowd.
“For all the success we’ve

had and big games we have
been in, attendance wise, this
could be the most fans they
have ever played in front of’
said GVSU coach Jeff Ho
sier. “Hopefully it will be an
electric atmosphere. We are
looking forward to utilizing
some of the facilities and just
playing in a different venue
on campus.”
The game will feature pre
game tailgating that is featured
during home football games.
There will be a pre-game con
cert as part of the university’s
“Rock the Vote” initiative. The
GVSU marching band will
also be in attendance.
While the players are ex
cited for the large crowd,
the change in venues could
be a slight disadvantage for

GVSU. The Lakers play a
spread-out style of offense
and utilizes the entire width
of the field when they attack.
The field at Lubbers Stadium
will be narrower than what
the team usually plays on.
Either way, the GVSU
players are all excited for
the opportunity to play
in front of a big crowd at
Lubbers Stadium.
“If there’s that type of
crowd that they are forecast
ing, that’s a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity?’ Hosier said
The Friday Night Futbol
game will start at 7 p.m. Fri
day, Sept. 30 and tailgate fes
tivities will start at 4 p.m. out
side of the stadium.
The game is free to at
tend for all attendees.

FOOTBALL PREVIEW

Three point stance: Laker football vs Ohio Dominican
GV looks to stay unbeaten in second road trip in as many weeks
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPOR TS@LAN THORN. COM

Grand Valley State football
(4-0) traveled to Ohio last
week for their first road game
against Walsh, and came back
to Allendale with a win.
The Lakers will hope to do
the same this weekend when
they take on the Ohio Domin
ican Panthers in Columbus,
Ohio at noon Saturday, Oct. 1.
The way the season has
been going, there’s a good
chance the Lakers will be
5-0 on the bus ride back to
Allendale.
One: Sticking to the
routine
The Panthers (2-2) have
had an up-and-down sea
son thus far. They rank No.
11 (out of 14) in total of
fensive yardage this season.
Their two losses came in the
form of a 41-0 thrashing
from Ferris State and a 1710 loss to Michigan Tech.
“Fortunately, I’m glad this
isn’t our first road game,” said
GVSU coach Matt Mitchell.
“(The) guys got a sense of the
schedule and the road, and it’s
nice that Canton is about five
and half hours away and Co
lumbus is five and half hours
away. Were going to 100 per
cent mirror our departure
time, our walkthrough time,
our meeting times. It will be

a carbon copy of Friday and
Saturday last week.
Despite promoting for
mer defensive coordinator
Kelly Cummings to head
coach this past year, Mitchell
says he “hasn’t seen a whole
lot of differences on tape”
from the Panthers. The Lak
ers defeated the Panthers 2724 on the road last season.
Among the 14 GLIAC
teams, the Panthers rank
11th in offensive yardage
per game (320.5), 10th in
points-per-game (20), ninth
in points allowed per game
(26.5) and 11th in yards al
lowed per game (391.5). By
comparison, GVSU ranks
first in all of those categories.
The Panthers are led by
junior quarterback Grant
Russell. Russell has 801 yards
passing, five passing touch
downs, three interceptions
and a 61 percent completion
percentage. Mitchell noted
Russell has some mobility as
well, which the defense will be
watching out for this Saturday.
The Panther offense will
likely call on Russell’s num
ber more than usual. The
team struggles to run the ball
consistently, and is going up
against GVSU’s No. 1-ranked
rushing defense in the GLIAC
(84.5 rushing yards allowed
per game). The Panthers don’t
have a single rusher over 200

TOUCHDOWN DANCE: Martayveus Carter celebrates a touchdown run in Grand Valley State’s win
over the Northern Michigan Wildcats Saturday, Sept. 17 at Lubbers Stadium. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

yards on the season, and none
of their top three rushers aver
age more than 40 yards rush
ing per game.
GVSU should have no
trouble with the Panthers,
road game or not. Mitchell
said once the ball is snapped,
it doesn’t matter—at the end
of the day, it’s still football,
home or away. The Panthers
will have to come up with

a way to contain the GVSU
offense that averages 47
points-per-game, 27 points
higher than the Panthers’.
Moreover, the GVSU
defense, which is holding
opponents to 9.5 pointsper-game, is coming off
its first shutout by a Laker
defense since 2012. They’ll
look to do the same against
a shaky Panther offense.

Quarterback Bart Wil
liams (922 yards, 10 touch
downs), despite throwing
his first two interceptions of
the season against Walsh last
week, will lead a GVSU of
fense that features two-time
GLIAC Player of the Week
Martayveus Carter (602 yards,

SEE FOOTBALL I A8
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Bitten by the Bulldogs
Laker volleyball falls to Ferris State 3-1
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State
volleyball team lost to the
Ferris State Bulldogs (9-5,
3-1 GLIAC) in four sets by
a score of 3-1 at Fieldhouse
Arena Tuesday, Sept. 27 to
drop their record to 7-5
(2-2 GLIAC).
In the first set alone,
there were a total of 12 ties
and two lead changes. There
were a total of 12 ties in the
next three sets combined.
After Ferris got the leg up
by closely taking the first set
26-24, the Lakers stormed
back in the second and con
vincingly took the set by a
score of 25-21. Freshman
Jayci Suseland led the charge
for the Lakers in the second
set, tallying a total of seven
kills in the set and would fin
ish with 17 on the match.
Staci Brower had 13 kills,
Amanda Glaza had 23 digs
and Brooke Smith had 19 digs.
Unfortunately for the Lak
ers, things would go awry
in the third and fourth sets,
dropping them by scores of
25-20 and 25-18, respective
ly. The Bulldogs closed the
fourth set out on a 10-1 run.
After hitting at clips of
.350 and .347 in the first
and second sets, the Lakers
fizzled out and hit .113 and
-.022 in the third and fourth
sets, making points more dif
ficult to come by than before.
“I think we have to
look at our ball control,”
said GVSU coach Deanne
Scanlon. “We have a great
offense. You can see that.
We. ha,ye a lot of people
that can terminate, but the
key thing"^hat has fo hap
pen is we need to get that
first touch that puts us in a
position to where our set
ter isn’t running all over
the court putting the ball
someplace. We’re going to
win when we can set our
middles and set Jayci (Su
seland) on the right side.”
The Lakers were disap
pointed with their execution
on their side of the net when
it came to setting up passes
and controlling the ball.
“Like (Scanlon) was say
ing, we just mentally had
a lot of errors,” said junior

setter Katie Olson. “It wasn’t
anything that Ferris was do
ing, it was all just our per
sonal errors that we had at
the worst time and they were
all just back-to-back.”
Being as young as they are,
Scanlon said that she would
like to see more toughness
out of her players.
“They got punched in the
mouth and what they did
was back down. I want to see
a team that gets punched in
the mouth and comes out and
punches back,” Scanlon said.
Additionally,
Scanlon
is looking for her veter
ans to step up in times of
need. When the Bulldogs
adjusted their game plan
to alleviate the damage Su
seland was doing, Scanlon
felt her experienced players
did not rise to the occasion
and bear the responsibility
of carrying the team.
As for the Bulldogs focus
ing on the freshman, Suse
land loves the attention.
“I think that motivates me
because I know they’re trying
to stop me,” Suseland said. “If
I get blocked, I just shake it
off, like I’m going to kill this
next ball, like I don’t think it
affects me at all. It feels good.
I’m somebody that they need
to watch out for. It just makes
me feel good. It boosts my
confidence but I don’t let it
get to my head. I know that
anyone can come off the
bench in for me at any time
so I just work hard.”
Even with the loss, the
Lakers feel as though the
disappointment that comes
with defeat - especially that
against a rival at home - can
be spun into a positive.
“It’s definitely a tough loss. It
sucks, it’s going to hurt, but we
just need to get back into prac
tice tomorrow, work hard, this
should make you mad enough
to work hard in practice so that
when we have to go to their
gym to play we can just come
out on top,” Olson said. “I think
it is a reality check for us. Were
very confident so this is going
to help us in the long run.”
The Lakers will continue
their conference play Friday,
Sept. 30 at Ohio Dominican
(4-7, 1-3 GLIAC) and again
Saturday, Oct. 1 at Lake Erie
SWATTED: The Lakers' Brooke Smith (8) meets a host of Bulldogs as she tries to send the ball over the net. GVSU fell to the Ferris State
(9-5, 2-2 GLIAC).
Bulldogs by a final score of 3-1 Tuesday. Sept. 27 at Fieldhouse Arena, dropping their record to 7-5 (2-2 GLIAC). GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
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CLUES ACROSS
1. Not him
4. Discrimination against
older people
10. A team's best pitcher
11. Hard aromatic seed
of an East Indian tree
12. San Francisco
14. Supcrhigh frequency
15. Not fat
16. A movable indicator
on a computer
18. Endings
22 Rapper Iggy
23. Environmental kind
24. Agent of downfall

26. Spanish be
27. Rocky Mountain herb
28. _and void

30. Uprising
31. Automatic teller machine

34.
36.
37
39.
40.
41.
42.
48.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
58.
59.
60.

European country
No seats available
Make sense of a language
Sea eagle
One of Thor’s names
Public relations
Chitchat
Metal alloys made of copper
and zinc
Explain
Canned fish
Of the nervous system
Surrounded by
Adam’s wife
Thallium
Called
Monetary unit
If not
Very fast airplane

CLUES DOWN
1. Bother
2. Sounds caused by reflections
3. Abstains from
4. Article
5. Intuition
6. Ideas of right and wrong
7. Group of chemicals
8. Elected official
9. Magnesium
12. Inspect
13. Initiates function (military)
17. Los Angeles footballer
19. Decomposition of a cell
20. Spartan Magistrate
21. Treaty organization
25. Supplants

29.
31.
32.
33.
35.
38.
41.
43.
44
45.
46.
47.
49.
56.
57.

The common gibbon
Members of a Semitic people
Small tropical fish
Of the cheek
Closeness
Consider to be unworthy
Of the penis
Plural form of beef
Able to speak or write
a language
Body part
Information
Communicate information
Nabran village
Of (French)
Darmstadtium

ANSWERS PG. 10

six touchdowns) and po
tentially the best top-tobottom receiving corps in
the GLIAC, including Nick
Dodson, who is coming off
his best game statistically
against Walsh (four catches,
99 yards, one touchdown).
“We just need to focus
on us, really,” Dodson said.
“Road game, it’s always hard
to get good wins. We’re play
ing against a good program,
I think we just have to play
Grand Valley football and
we’ll come out on top.”
Prediction: GVSU 44,
ODU 7.
Two: D^j& vu for Omameh
The last time GVSU grad

uate transfer senior defen
sive end Sydney Omameh
(3.5 sacks) was at Ohio Do
minican, he was playing for
them. Omameh spent four
years with the Panthers, but
left after the coach who re
cruited him was replaced.
Omameh said it will un
doubtedly be strange playing
in a stadium that once cheered
him on, but he’s just trying to
approach it like any other game.
“I’m excited for every
game,” Omameh said. “It’s a
little different playing against
people I’ve competed with
for some years now. We pre
pare for every single team the
same way, so I’m just going
to continue my pregame rou
tine and everything the same,
try to have the same mental

ity I do every other game.”
Three:
Walton
stays
sidelined
Starting cornerback Tre
Walton will miss his second
consecutive game this week
after missing last week’s
game against Walsh, and is
considered day-to-day.
Redshirt freshman cor
nerback Kalen Dunham
took his place, and filled
in
admirably.
Dunham
notched an interception, a
tackle for loss and earned
another week as the team’s
No. 2 corner behind sopho
more Devin McKissic.
The starting corners will
have to be on top of their
game this Saturday, as the
Panthers have two receivers
that account for more than

60 percent of their receiving
game. The Panthers’ sopho
mores Cory Contini and
Dar Stanford have combined
for 50 catches, 582 yards and
three touchdowns.
Mitchell said Dunham, as
well as sophomore corner Ja
cob Studdard, have earned the
right to play this season.
“They’re on scholarship,
they’ve got to step up and have
got to make plays,” Mitchell
said. “Luckily with McKissic
and Studdard, you’re talking
about two kids that have played
last year and this year.
“Kalen, through the
first four games, has
earned the right to go out
there and be tested.”
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INTERNATIONAL

ALL AROUND THE WORLD: Students pass the ball back and forth during a game of bubble soccer at the annual 2014 Global Games held in the Kelly Family Sports Center. The event features international sports
like cricket, table tennis, Zumba, yoga and capoeira mandinga to give students exposure to games from around the world and a deeper look at different cultures without a language barrier. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

Crossing the globe
GV hosts 2016 Global Games
BY NATALIE LONGROY
NLONGROY(a)LANTHORN. COM

For the last eight years,
Grand Valley State Uni
versity has hosted a Global
Games, highlighting interna
tional groups and sports on
campus. This year’s event was
held Tuesday, Sept. 27 at the
Kelly Family Sports Center.
“I have never played bub
ble soccer. I saw it in pic
tures and I really wanted to
do this,” said GVSU student
Riya Patel. “I would never
ever do it before but thanks

to this night, I love it.”
Other than bubble soc
cer, there was cricket, table
tennis, Zumba, yoga and
capoeira mandinga.
The GVSU club cricket
team, which was rebooted
in the summer of 2015, is
a new participant of the
Global Games.
“We have a team going, but
with the international popula
tion that’s coming in and out
every two years, it’s hard to
maintain a team,” said club
faculty adviser Ram Ravikumar. “My goal is to form a
steady team and compete with

other teams in Michigan.”
Global Games strives to ex
pose every GVSU student to
unique cultural clubs or sports.
“Global games is an op
portunity for all students on
campus to have exposure to
games from around the world
and try to explore cultures
and have understanding,
make new friends based on
common activities of sports,
athletics, moving around,”
said Kate Stoetzner, director
of international students.
For domestic students,
they are not faced with this
kind of diversity as much as

the international students and
this is the perfect example of a
way to experience that.
“We want to make sure
that everyone feels comfort
able with each other and that
doesn’t matter who you are, like
you can come to this event and
learn things about different cul
tures and leave with your eyes
wider than what you came in
with,” said Micah Brown, cam
pus recreation marketing and
communications assistant.
For certain international
students, GVSU was the slip
per to their Cinderella story.

Netherlands native Amber
Tieck found GVSU after taking
a test through a program that
helps narrow down schools for
international students.
“You have a really alive
school spirit, in my opinion,
like you have school sports
and everybody goes and ev
erybody’s cheering,” Tieck said.
“Everybody wears Laker Tshirts, it’s so cool, it’s something
new and I love experiencing it.”
Cultures have a deep history
and the clubs on campus ac
knowledge that, especially the
capoeira mandinga club.
Capoeira has been called
breakdance fighting for peo
ple who don’t know the real
name. It’s a Brazilian martial
art, but it includes dance,
music, culture and spiritual
ity. There is an international
community that participates
in the art of capoeira.

“When capoeira was origi
nally created, it was created by
African slaves in Brazil,” said
public relations officer Kayla
Williams. “They would use it to
defend themselves to learn how
to fight, but they could disguise
it from their masters.”
With Global Games—
and sports as a whole—
there is no language barrier,
it’s simply play to play.
“When I studied abroad,
I was in France and there
were people playing capoeira
in the street,” Williams said.
“I didn’t speak French, they
didn’t speak English, but I
just went up to them and
said, ‘capoeira,’ and they
asked me to play with them.”
More information on
some of GVSUs interna
tional sports can be found at
www.gvsuclubsports.com.

ROWING CLUB

GOING THE DISTANCE: The Grand Valley State rowing team warms up for the day during this year’s Lubbers Cup Regatta Saturday, April 9. The club traveled to London, Ontario and trained at one of the Cana
dian national rowing centers on Fanshawe Lake to prepare for their 2016 fall season campaign. Their first race will be Sunday, Oct. 9 at the Head of the Grand Regatta race in East Lansing. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

GV rowing travels to Canada for training
BY MASON TRONSOR
M TR0NS0R(S)L A N THORN. COM

The Grand Valley State Uni
versity rowing club traveled
to I.ondon, Ontario this past
weekend to gear up for its 2016
fall campaign. The men’s and
women’s varsity crew trained
with the University of Western
Ontario, one of the better row
ing crews in (Canada.
The crews trained at one
of the Canadian national row
ing centers in London on Fan
shawe I^ke. The early training
• ♦ ♦ ♦

sessions were suited toward
technique and understanding
the basics. Soon after, the team
started to row race distances as
they eased into the water.
GVSU scrimmaged the
UWO crew, which is in mid
season form due to different
schedules in Canada.
“We figured if we could go
there and be within shouting
distance, then we could see
where we stand,” said GVSU
coach John Bancheri.
The men’s boat was just
four seconds behind the op
posing Canadians’ boat.

“I knew we would have a
nice group to work with this
year,” Bancheri said. “With
some blue-chip freshmen
that have come in, along
with an incoming transfer,
we look like we can put to
gether a great year.”
The expectations are
high, as the waiting game
has paid off for the Lakers.
With all the pieces in place
and the right system to
make the program go, it’s
time for the crew to take
the next step and find suc
cess in the water.

The women’s team is trying
to rebuild after having success
at the ACRA National Regat
tas last year. However, with
assistant coach of the year
Michelle Goodwin coaching
them up, the Lakers expect to
be back in no time.
The preseason trip was
more than just training for
the crew. The student-athletes
were able to bond as a unit as
they traveled above the north
ern border. This isn’t the first
time the team has traveled
out of the country. During the
summer, the crew traveled to

England to compete.
“This weekend was a
chance to get away from
the normal grind and get
some fresh air,” said senior
men’s varsity captain Chris
Doherty. “There’s nothing
like spending a weekend road
trip with your best friends.”
The crew was able to see
sites such as Niagara Falls
when they weren’t in the
boats training. The experi
ence was more than just a
training session. It was cul
tural learning environment.
Now back from foreign

soil, the Lakers hope the
fall season will start and
finish strong. The first race
is Sunday, Oct. 9 at the
Head of the Grand Regatta
race in East Lansing.
“Everyone here has a drive
to succeed” said women’s varsi
ty captain Faith Platz. “I can see
that we will all put in the neces
sary work to achieve our goals.”
The travel miles for the
rowing club will not decrease
any time soon. This upcom
ing fall season, the Lakers will
represent GVSU in Massa
chusetts, Kansas and Florida.
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Change needed in college
football officiating system

BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

BACKSWING: Grand Valley State men’s golf sophomore Bryce Messner prepares to hit the ball during
practice last season. Messner led GVSU in scoring this week, carding a 76-76-152. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

GV men’s golf places fourth
at Midwest Regional No. 1
BY DANNY SCHWARTZ
DSCHWARTZ@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State men’s
golf team traveled to Chicago
this week and competed in the
NCAA Midwest Regional No.
1 at Harborside International
Golf Center. The Lakers fin
ished in fourth place out of 25
teams, with a final score of628.
University of Missouri-St.
Louis finished in first place
with a score of 614, while
Findlay placed second with
a final score of 622. Lake Su
perior State University barely
beat out GVSU for third place,
with a final score of626.
Even though they fin
ished in the top five, GVSU
coach Gary Bissell was
lift* than pleased with the
teams performance.
“I thought we played bad,”
Bissell said. “But, we hung in
there. Its kind of contradic
tory what I’m saying but it
was a decent performance for
how bad I thought we played.
Performance-wise and ex
ecution-wise, I thought we
were pretty terrible.”
Bissell believes there’s no

emergency or need to hit the
panic button. He said the big
gest misstep was how poorly
the team hit the ball. It was a
far cry from last year, when the
team mostly hit the ball well.
“From what I saw, our short
game was actually pretty de
cent, I thought we putted okay,
but overall, we just hit horri
ble,” Bissell said. “Barely any of
our guys were striking the golf
ball well. For the most part,
there was a lot of pretty terrible
golf shots over the two days.”
However. Bissell said
there are positives from the
team’s play, and is confident
his team can play better.
“As long as you stay in the
top five in regionals, you’re
going to stay pretty safe and
keep yourself in contention ”
Bissell said. “Were actually
trying to get to a point where
we win when we don’t play
well and when we do play
well, we win by a lot.”
Sophomore Bryce Mess
ner was the leading scorer for
GVSU, taking fifth place over
all, carding an eight-over-par
76-76-152 final score.
“There were pretty tough
conditions here and I’m defi

nitely physically and men
tally exhausted,” Messner said.
“How we played was pretty
disappointing. We came in
fourth, but we could always do
better. We just need to work on
finishing these tournaments
because we always seem to fin
ish in fourth or third or even
second. But overall, it wasn’t a
terrible performance.”
Sophomore Mitchell White
finished 13th overall, carding a
75-80-155 final score.
“I didn’t hit the ball how
1 wanted to,” White said. “It
was tough in the wind, but I
look at the windy conditions
as a positive. These condi
tions really show you what
you need to work on. I need
to work on my short game,
and off the tee I need stop
shooting myself in the foot.”
Alex Scott finished with a
final score of 156, while Domenic Mancinelli and An
drew Vanderburg carded a
165 and 167, respectively.
The Lakers return to action
for the Midwest Regional No.
2 at Fox Run Golf Club in Eu
reka, Missouri, Oct. 10-11.

Imagine your greatest sports
moment. A game-winning
touchdown, a last-second
buzzer beater. Pretty awe
some, right?
Now imagine your heart
being ripped out.
That’s what Louisiana State
Tigers football fans had to deal
with Saturday, Sept. 24 in their
game on the road against the
Auburn Tigers. Late in the
fourth quarter of their game
against Auburn, trailing 18-13,
the Tigers drove the ball inside
the Auburn 10-yard line with
hardly any time left.
A few things happened
from there. On the secondto-last play of the game, LSU
receiver DJ Chark was mistak
enly called for an illegal shift
ing penalty with one second
left in the game. Chark failed
to get set before the snap of the
ball, and this is technically a
form of dead ball penalty that
carries a 10-second runoff.
However, the referees called
an illegal shift, leaving one
second on the clock.
This created the following
scenario: LSU, if they could
get set and snap the ball after
the ref blew his whistle, thus
starting the game clock that
had only a single tick left on it,
they could have one final play.
That’s possible, right? I
think not.
So, LSU tried their
best, and lo and behold:
they got the snap off. LSU
quarterback Danny Etling
rolled right looking for an
open man. Defenders be
gan to close in on Etling,
who was about to pass the
line of scrimmage near
the right sideline when
he finally threw the ball
toward the end zone.

at their jobs. The targeting
rule, the most controversial
rule in maybe all of sports, is
incorrectly called every week,
but the subjective nature of the
rule lends itself to error.
In Wisconsin’s game
against Michigan State on
Saturday, Badgers senior
linebacker Brandon Smith
was called for targeting on a
play in which he was clearly
going for the ball and made
incidental helmet-to-helmet
contact with an MSU re
ceiver. The call was reviewed,
and the referees upheld the
call and Smith was ejected.
Then you have Stanford
receiver Francis Owusu, who
was blatantly spearheaded by
UCLA defensive back Tahaan
Goodman, yet no penalty
was even called, let alone
reviewed by the officials.
Case in point, college
football should adopt the same
reviewing process as the NFL.
On Division 11 scoring plays
and reviews, the gameday
referees confer with a com
mand center in New York to
determine the right call. No
plays are missed, no camera
angles are left unviewed and
no calls are missed because
a sixty-something year old
referee couldn’t keep up with
Leonard Foumette racing
down the sideline.
College football’s integrity
is being hurt every week
because we depend on the
subjectivity of a given group
of seven referees. We have
the luxury of instant replay—
Division II football doesn’t,
in case you didn’t know—so
let’s use it correctly.
Oh, and one more thing:
Most fans will recall Central
Michigan’s last-second Hail
Mary touchdown win over
the Oklahoma State Cowboys.
That play, like LSU’s “final” last
play, never should have taken
place. CMU won, and OSU’s
season was dealt a death blow.
What happened to the
refs, you ask? They were
given a week off—excuse
me, “suspended”—and
then returned to work the
next week.
Be warned, unsuspecting
fan bases. You might be next.

LSU’s Chark reached up
dragged his feet in the right
comer of the end zone with
a few blades of artificial turf
separating him and the out-ofbounds marker—and made an
incredible stretched-out catch.
Game over. Fans cheered.
The LSU players piled on
top of Chark. Some play- n
ers got down on one knee
and prayed. The comeback
was complete, and Auburn
walked away with a loss.
Only, they didn’t. The
referees reviewed the play and,
to no one’s surprise, LSU failed
to get the snap off before the
one and final second ticked
off the dock. The result? The
play never happened. By rule,
Chark’s insane, game-saving
catch didn’t count because the
dock read quadruple zeroes.
It wasn’t Chark’s fault.
It wasn’t the coaches’ fault.
There’s only one culprit to
blame here: the referees.
First and foremost, the
game should’ve ended
before the final play. But, be
cause the penalty on Chark
was miscalled, there was no
10-second runoff.
The most blatant error
about the game, though,
was the fact that the referees
let the “final” play happen.
There are seven referees per
game—including the back
judge, who has a direct view of
the gamedock—and not one
of the referees assigned to the
LSU-Auburn game watched
the clock hit zero before Etling
snapped it and made the notso-miraculous last play.
The officials should have
blown the play dead before
it even got started, effective
ly ending the game. Instead,
an entire fan base collective
ly got their hearts broken.
Even worse? Though it was
long overdue, LSU coach
Les Miles was fired the
Monday after the game.
The referees, you ask?
They’re still employed. They
didn’t get their hearts ripped
from their black-and-white
striped chests. All they got
from Saturday’s ordeal was a
paycheck from the NCAA.
College football referees
continually get away with
being, to put it succinctly, bad
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For Sale
Amtrak Pere Marquette
offers affordable
transportation from West
Michigan all the way to
Chicago! One ticket gets you
a pass to the beautiful
beaches of Benton Harbor,
the world-class dining of
Grand Rapids, and the
charming historic shops of
Holland Michigan. Whatever
your interests, the train has
got your ticket to adventure.
Visit www.mitrain.com for
more information!

agr
Approved Event: the 6th
Annual James W. Carey
Memorial Lecture featuring
John Lyne of
the Department of
Communication at the
University of Pittsburgh on
"Metaphors We Die By: How
Patterns of Communication
Can Become Deadly."
Loosemore Auditorium
(Downtown) Monday
September 19, 2016 at 7:00
pm.

Energizing Our World
Saturday, Oct 22nd.
Registration is 8:30 AM.
Sessions are 9:00 to
3:00pm
Middle school students
grades 6-8, $10 per student.
Includes t-shirt and lunch.
This is an exciting one day
event for middle
school students to leam
about sustainable power.
Students will participate in
activities such as including
building a solar powered
device and
testing wind turbines. Visit
www gvsu. edu/rmsc/energy
for more details
and registration information.

Looking for work or know
someone who is?
At Express Employment
Professionals Holland/
Muskegon, we have full time
positions available from $11
to $29 per hour! Positions
include: Machine Operators,
General Laborers,
Office/Clerical,
Landscaping, Assembly, and
more. Call our office today at
616-499-2199 to see what
opportunities we have for
you!
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Fruit Ridge Hayrides & Fall
Fun is now
open for business! Stop by
for hayrides, corn mazes,
and fruit picking It's also the
perfect place for large
groups and parties! Visit
fruitridgehayrides.com for
more information!

Are you in need of a room?
Room open located
conveniently near GVSU
campus in Campus View
Apartments. It is a fully
furnished 4 bedroom house
with many
amenities including a pool
and hot tub!!
For more details contact
William at 231-360-1528.

Meadows Crossing is the
best off-campus housing in
Grand Valley apartments.
Our townhomes
and Allendale apartments in
Allendale offer modern
amenities, comfort, privacy,
and a great location.
Conveniently located at the
48th Avenue entrance to
Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale
campus. Schedule a tour
today and experience the
best off-campus, GVSU
apartments in the Allendale
rental market!
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Sofa for sale. No stains and
no smells. In great condition,
selling for $150. Contact me
at dehared@mail.gvsu.edu if
you're interested.

Looking for a subleaser
ASAP!
Two bedroom townhome at
48west, bedroom
A available. The rent is $632
a month plus utilities and my
roommate has a dog. The
dog is well behaved and
causes no issues. My
roommate is a girl but does
not care about the gender of
my subleaser. If you are
interested please contact
me at
devonmcnamara@yahoo
.com.

Student Org Events
2016 GV
Shakespeare Festival
presents
Measure for Measure
Sept. 30-Oct. 9, 2016
Tickets available by calling
616-331-2300

The Marketing Department
is putting on their
annual Marketing Career
night on October 3rd! Over
20 companies will be
participating, and business
professionals will answer
questions + offer info
regarding internships &
opportunities for Marketing
majors, but all majors are
welcome to attend This is a
great opportunity
for students to interact face
to face with
business professionals and
explore a career
______ in Marketing.

Entertainment
Come see
William Shakespeare’s
“Measure for Measure”
directed by Roger Ellis
September 30 - October 9
at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre Performing Arts
Center in the Allendale
Campus! Student tickets are
only $6! See other pricing
and information at
gvsu edu/theatre
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